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Science Tasks by Rigor/Relevance Quadrant (ES, MS, HS)
Using Rigor and Relevance to Create Effective Instruction

Learning Experiences in the Rigor/Relevance Framework
Science

6
5

Quadrant

Elementary Examples

C Assimilation

Quadrant

s Write and illustrate biographies of
inventors.

s Design a candy dispenser that works
without gravity.

s Make diagrams of animal life cycles.

s Invent a musical instrument.

s Classify a group of similar objects to
create a dichotomous key.

s Design a zoo.
s Study bread chemistry, purpose of
ingredients, and how changes affect
final product.

s Conduct experiments to show
photosynthesis.
s Research an endangered species.

4
3
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s Research and write a field guide for
identifying local trees.

s Research characteristics and habits of
insects.

s Build a simple robotic device with
string, tape, and rubber bands.

s Write a story describing the movement
of water through municipal water
systems.

Quadrant

A Acquisition

s Demonstrate phases of the moon.
s Participate in simple hands-on
activities that demonstrate Bernoulli’s
principle of air pressure and air flight.
s Match pictures of insects with their
names.

Quadrant

B Application

s Develop a food list for a space trip.
s Create a class book about the animal
and plant life in local rivers.
s Take photographs of insects to
describe characteristics and behaviors.
s Study examples of paper airplanes and
then create one.

s Illustrate parts of a cell.

s Keep a field journal about the insects
that live near your school.

s Make a model of the layers of Earth’s
atmosphere.

s Develop an acid test and sample
rainwater for acidity.

s Make daily observations of the life
cycle of an animal in the classroom.

s Create electrical circuits of various
materials and determine properties of
conductivity and insulation.

s Create a mural showing various kinds
of creatures that live in the ocean.
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s Set up experiments to test life length
of batteries.

s Make observations of similarities and
differences of fish heads and predict
food sources.

s Memorize names of planets in solar
system.

2

D Adaptation

2
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s Analyze characteristics of different soil
types.
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Learning Experiences in the Rigor/Relevance Framework
Science

6

Quadrant

Middle Level Examples

C Assimilation

Quadrant

s Design a science project to illustrate a
science concept (e.g., photosynthesis).

s Measure light pollution in the community.
s Collect data and make recommendations
to address a community environmental
problem.

s Analyze similarities and differences of
spiders and insects.

5

s Research and sequence ages of plant and
animal species.
s Discuss the impact of fat and cholesterol
in nutrition and health.

3
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s Design a device to transport human
organs.

s Collaborate with other students in
collecting data on acid rain pH levels in
area lakes.

s Research and give presentations on
astronomy topics.
s Identify chemicals dissolved in an
unknown solution.

s Design a model bridge to carry a specific
load.
s Research communication innovations and
predict innovations in the next 20 years.

Quadrant

A Acquisition

Quadrant

s Measure the effect of temperature and
concentration on the rate of a reaction,
such as Alka-Seltzer in water.

s Build a simple electrical circuit to
illustrate digital principle of computers.

s Observe wave properties of light,
especially the phenomenon of
interference, using soap bubbles.

s Examine biological rhythms by recording
changes in body temperature.

B Application

s Analyze heat produced from different
fuel sources.

s Explore the stopping characteristics of a
toy car, altering one variable at a time.

s Construct models of molecules using
toothpicks, marshmallows, and gumdrops.
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s Design an air pollution control device.

s Develop a concept for a new product
and research the process for patenting
the design.

s Research and produce news program on
earthquakes.

4

D Adaptation

s Investigate the importance of
interdependency and diversity in a rain
forest ecosystem.

s Use different colors of clay/dough to
demonstrate tectonic plates.

s Collect data on dissolved oxygen,
hardness, alkalinity, and temperature in
a stream.

s Catalog human physical traits to
determine inherited genetic traits.

s Complete an energy audit of heat loss in
a home.

s Illustrate proportion of world’s
freshwater, ice caps, and saltwater using
an aquarium.

s Conduct experiments to measure
calories in foods.
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Learning Experiences in the Rigor/Relevance Framework
Science

6
5
4
3
2
1

Quadrant

C Assimilation

Quadrant

s Solve a hypothetical science-related
problem, such as helping dinosaurs to
survive.
s Design experiments and collect
evidence to describe the movement
of light.
s Design a WebQuest on an aspect of
chemistry.
s Design observations to demonstrate
basic laws of physics.
s Calculate potential and kinetic energy
in the movement of a roller coaster.
s Create a digital electronic counter.
s Write test questions to illustrate
understanding of empirical gas laws.
s Research the discovery of a chemical
element.

Quadrant

A Acquisition

2

D Adaptation

s Explore designs of car safety restraints
using eggs in model cars.
s Design and construct a robot.
s Conduct debate on genetically
modified food (GMF).
s Solve an organic chemistry case study
problem in petroleum distillation.
s Select a method to build a tunnel
under a real city.
s Discuss the social, ethical, and emotional
consequences of genetic testing.
s Participate in an online debate on
a science issue, such as acid rain or
deformed frogs.
s Research and write a newspaper article
on a viral disease, examining economic
and societal impacts.

Quadrant

s Conduct laboratory experiments to
observe chemical reactions.
s Apply number and computation skills
in science, including scientific notation
and significant figures.
s Determine the latitude and longitude
of geographic locations.
s Use a mnemonic system for
remembering metric conversions.
s Demonstrate modulation of sound
waves using computer animation.
s Conduct experiments to observe
properties of acids and bases.
s Memorize elements in the Periodic Table.
s Make observations about the visual
effects of concave and convex lenses.
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High School Examples

B Application

s Map a community site by collecting
data with a GPS device.
s Collect and categorize organisms from
a natural stream.
s Apply Laws of Gases to design gas
storage containers.
s Make weather forecasts based on
data.
s Solve electrical current values using
Ohm’s law.
s Isolate DNA from unknown plant
tissues and compare it to sample DNA.
s Participate in an online collaboration
to collect scientific data on a global
problem.
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